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When talking about IoT…
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Smart Cities

http://www.libelium.com/top_50_iot_sensor_applications_ranking/#show_infographic
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Smart Farming & Smart Agriculture
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Needs, constraints, cost, design approach, control mechanism

Challenge: Bridging the digital divide

IoT becomes reality!

? ?
?
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Cost, efficiency & performance
q Can we build low-cost,
low-power, generic IoT
platforms from off-theshelves components?
q Can we create
sustainable innovation
with user communities,
economic actors,
entrepreneurs,
stakeholder?

Low-cost hardware
http://blog.atmel.com/2015/12/16/rewind50-of-the-best-boards-from-2015/

Arduino Pro Mini

LoPy

Theairboard
Expressif ESP32

http://blog.atmel.com/2015/04/09/25-devboards-to-help-you-get-started-on-yournext-iot-project/

STM32 Nucleo-32

LinkIt
Smart7688 duo

Teensy 3.2

Heltec ESP32 + OLED
SodaqOnev2

Adafruit Feather

Sparkfun ESP32
Thing

Tessel

Tinyduino
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Ready-to-use templates
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Running for several years!

Can run for more than 2 years
with 1 measure/10min

2500mAh

Wakes-up every
10min, take a
measure (temp) and
send to GW

Can run for 3-4 years with 1
measure/1h

5μA in deep sleep
mode, about
40mA when active
and sending!
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Full Do-It-Yourself approach

CS

GND

MOSI

MISO

CLK

VCC
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Still DIY but simple PCBs make it
much easier for developers
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Many tutorials/resources
https://github.com/CongducPham/tutorials
EU"H2020"grant"agreement"number"687607"

Low-cost LoRa IoT devices and gateway FAQ
1)

What is Internet-of-Thing (IoT)?
From IERC (European Research Cluster on the Internet of Thing)
The IERC definition states that IoT is "A dynamic global network infrastructure with
self-configuring capabilities based on standard and interoperable communication
protocols where physical and virtual “things” have identities, physical attributes, and
virtual personalities and use intelligent interfaces, and are seamlessly integrated
into the information network."
From http://www.gartner.com/it-glossary/internet-of-things/

Tutorial on hardware &
software for low-cost longrange IoT!

"The Internet of Things (IoT) is the network of physical objects that contain
embedded technology to communicate and sense or interact with their internal
states or the external environment."

Low-cost LoRa IoT device:!
a step-by-step tutorial!

Building an IoT device for
outdoor usage:!
a step-by-step tutorial!

From http://internetofthingsagenda.techtarget.com/definition/Internet-of-Things-IoT
"The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing devices,
mechanical and digital machines, objects, animals or people that are provided with
unique identifiers and the ability to transfer data over a network without requiring
human-to-human or human-to-computer interaction."

2)

What is WAZIUP?
The EU H2020 WAZIUP project, namely the Open Innovation Platform for IoT-Big
Data in Sub-Saharan Africa is a collaborative research project using cutting edge
technology applying IoT and Big Data to improve the working conditions in the rural
ecosystem of Sub-Saharan Africa. First, WAZIUP operates by involving farmers and
breeders in order to define the platform specifications in focused validation cases.
Second, while tackling challenges which are specific to the rural ecosystem, it also
engages the flourishing ICT ecosystem in those countries by fostering new tools
and good practices, entrepreneurship and start-ups. Aimed at boosting the ICT
sector, WAZIUP proposes solutions aiming at long term sustainability.
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WAZIUP will deliver a communication and big data application platform and
generate locally the know how by training by use case and examples. The use of
standards will help to create an interoperable platform, fully open source, oriented
to radically new paradigms for innovative application/services delivery. WAZIUP is
driven by the following visions:
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1. Empower the African Rural Economy. Develop new technological enablers to
empower the African rural economy now threatened by the concurrent action
of rapid urbanization and of climate change. WAZIUP technologies can
support the necessary services and infrastructures to launch agriculture and
breeding on a new scale;

Low-cost LoRa IoT device:!
supported physical sensors!
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Low-cost LoRa! gateway:!
a step-by-step tutorial!

Low-cost LoRa
IoT:!
!
using the WAZIUP demo kit!

http://www.waziup.eu

The generic hardware platform
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The Arduino Pro Mini

The Arduino Pro Mini is a compact form factor Arduino board based on the ATmega328P microcontroller
Use the 3.3v and 8MHz version of the Arduino Pro Mini for lower power consumption

You can get the original board designed by Sparkfun or get one of
the various clones available mainly from Chinese manufacturer. The
last solution is very cost-effective as the Pro Mini board can be
purchased for a bit more than 1€ a piece.
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Low-cost LoRa gateway:
web admin interface

Depending on how many sensors you want
to connect, the number of ground (GND)
pins may be limited. You can extend a GND
pin with a header pin where all pins are
soldered together.
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Low-cost LoRa IoT antenna
tutorial for gateway

There are various LoRa radio modules that are all based on the Semtech SX1272/1276 chips family

HopeRF RFM92W/95W

Libelium LoRa

Modtronix inAir4/9/9B
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The LoRa radio module

Fully tested LoRa
radio modules
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IoT Deployment with WAZIUP
***
Guidelines, Best practices,
Troubleshooting and FAQ

NiceRF LoRa1276

Most of SPI-based LoRa radio modules are supported. We recommend the
Modtronix inAir model if you don't have delicate soldering experience as this
module can come with header pins ready to be connected with Dupont wires.
The RFM95W can be found assembled (Adafruit) or an adapter can be
purchased (from Ideetron for instance)

Connect the LoRa radio module
CS

GND

GND

VCC

MOSI
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CLK

MISO

VCC

MOSI

CLK

MISO

Connect the corresponding SPI pins of the radio
module to the SPI pins on the Pro Mini board. MOSI
(blue) is pin 11, MISO (green) is pin 12, CS (white) is
pin 10 and CLK (orange) is pin 13 (right picture).
Then connect also the VCC (red) and the GND (black)
of the radio module to the VCC and the GND of the
board (right picture). The VCC of the Pro Mini board
gets 3.3v from the on-board voltage regulator.
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Youtube videos
Low-cost
LoRa IoT
device

Low-cost
LoRa IoT
gateway

+74000 views

+11000 views

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YsKbJeeav_M

Extreme lowpower LoRa
IoT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2_VQpcCwdd8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mj8ItKA14PY

Setting up a
gateway in
5mins

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJbUFXLpSok
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From generic to specific
applications

Image sensors

Buoy for water quality

Weather Station

Photo from Unparallel

Photo from EGM

Soil moisture
Soil
Moisture

Bin presented at Woelab

GPS collar

Waste Mngt
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Open gateway

Raspberry PI: lots of libraries, lots
of software, lots of hardware, lots
of shields,…
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Open, versatile gateway
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IoT in Africa usually means…
q… deploying IoT in very isolated areas…
q… where internet and electricity are not
stable!

?

?
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GW embedded applications: GPS
for cattle localization – on-the-go

A web interface displays the position of the gateway and those of the remote GPS devices
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Cellular Internet and SMS
q Internet connection can
be obtained from cellular
networks
q Instead of uploading to
clouds, the gateway can
also send SMS to the enduser
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Making IoT happening!

Innovative IoT
technologies

"IoT for All"
paradigm

IoT infrastructures
and use cases

Innovative solutions
adapted to local
needs

Developers
engagement

Knowledge
dissemination &
training

Exploitation plan and
innovation hubs

Communication &
community building

Sustainable & longterm innovation
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